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ABSTRACT
Understanding extreme execution times is of great importance in
gaining assurance in real-time embedded systems. The standard
benchmark for dynamic testingÐuniform randomised testingÐis
inadequate for reaching extreme execution times in these systems.
Metaheuristics have been shown to be an efective means of dir-
ectly searching for inputs with such behaviours but the increasing
complexity of modern systems is now posing challenges to the
efectiveness of this approach. The research reported in this paper
investigates the use of metaheuristic search to discover biased ran-
dom sampling regimes. Rather than search for test inputs, we search
for distributions of test inputs that are then sampled. The search
proceeds to discover and exploit relationships between test input
variables, leading to sampling regimes where the distribution of a
sampled parameter depends on the values of previously sampled
input parameters. Our results show that test vectors indirectly gen-
erated from our dependent approach produce signiicantly more
extreme (longer) execution times than those generated by direct
metaheuristic searches.
CCS CONCEPTS
· Theory of computation→ Optimization with randomized
search heuristics; · Software and its engineering→ Software
testing and debugging; Search-based software engineering; ·
Computer systems organization→ Multicore architectures;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Metaheuristic algorithms have been established as one of the most
practical and efective approaches to optimisation problems [2]. In
search-based software testing their most common application is
automatic test data generation, i.e. searching for test inputs whose
execution satisies some property of interest [14]. The test data is
usually the direct target of the searchesÐthe metaheuristic's search
space is the space of test inputs.
Randomisation also plays an important role in test data genera-
tion. The most common form of random test data generation is to
sample the test data uniformly and independently from the domains
of the input parameters. If these input domains are D1,D2, . . . ,Dn ,
then each domain Di is sampled in turn to produce a test vector
(t1, t2, . . . , tn ). When sampling the domain Di , all possible elements
of that domain have the same chance of being selected; this is what
is meant by uniform sampling. Moreover, the sampling of one do-
main Di is not afected by sampling of any diferent domain D j ;
this is what is meant by independent sampling. This is the simplest
approach and many languages include library functionality that can
be used for such sampling, e.g. the Java Random class's nextInt()
method for sampling integer values.
However, uniform independent sampling is unlikely to be the
most efective approach to discovering optimal test data, particu-
larly where non-functional properties are concerned. For instance,
in temporal testing, where the aim is to ind test inputs that will
cause the system to violate timing performance requirements [5],
extreme execution times may be concentrated in small partitions of
the input space andmuch of the input space may give unexceptional
execution times. To increase the chances of inputs with extreme
times being sampled, it would be beneicial to constrain in some
way the sampled inputs to more productive regions. However, we
generally cannot identify such regions conidently.
Suppose a program with two parameters incurs extreme execu-
tion times when both parameters are large or when both are small.
A good choice for the second parameter depends on what value
was sampled for the irst and so dependent sampling may ofer a
more eicient means of gaining appropriate test data in this case.
Accordingly, this paper presents an approach that allows restric-
tion to a subset of the input domain and which also allows the
sampling distribution for a parameter to depend on the sampled
values of earlier ones. The idea of the proposed approach is to shift
the target of optimisation from test inputs to strategies for test input
generation. Particularly, we target the generation of parameterised
random sampling regimes. Search is used to optimise the paramet-
ers of a class of such regimes, which can then be used to generate
test data. Hence, our metaheuristic operates on the search space
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of parameterised distributions. This can be viewed as an indirect
approach to test data generation.
The contributions in this paper are:
• Demonstration of how optimisation can be used to ind an
approach for generating a test input from a subset of the
input domain and where the sampling distribution for a
parameter is dependent on the sampled values of antecedent
parameters. We term this a dependent input sampling strategy.
• Provision of empirical evidence to show that using the de-
pendent input sampling strategies discovered is more ef-
fective than a uniformly independent sampling approach
for sampling test inputs that will give rise to extreme execu-
tion times for numerical functions running on an embedded
multicore system.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 out-
lines temporal testing, our target application domain. A description
of the proposed approach is provided in Section 3. The empirical
methodology is presented in Section 4 and the experimental results
are subsequently reported and discussed in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper and suggests future work.
2 TEMPORAL TESTING
In many real-time embedded systems, especially safety-critical sys-
tems, the correctness of their functions depends not only on logical
correctness but also on temporal correctness [5, 16] as violations
of timing constraintsÐeither outputs produced too early or too
lateÐmay be fatal to human life [3]. In order to verify the temporal
behaviour of the systems, timing analysis is generally performed
by determining the worst-case execution time (WCET) of a compu-
tational task to show that such the stringent timing constraints are
satisied [7, 20]. (Strictly, WCET values and a schedulability model
determine whether response times are satisied [3].)
One of themain approaches for estimatingWCETs is the dynamic
(or measurement-based) approach, where a task is run with a set of
inputs on a real hardware or processor simulator and the resulting
information is used to provide an estimate of the WCET [20]. Such
approaches are also known as temporal testing [5, 14], whose goal is
to ind test inputs that will cause the system to violate performance
timing requirements [5]. Search-based optimisation algorithms,
such as genetic algorithms (GAs) and simulated annealing (SA),
have been shown to be an efective means of identifying temporal
failures in embedded or complex systems [1, 5]. Note that the actual
WCET for a task must be at least as long as any witnessed or
measured execution time.
Uniform independent random testing is a widely used bench-
mark for evaluating these approaches. Notwithstanding the achieve-
ments of those previous search-based temporal testing approaches,
as systematically reviewed in [1, 8], uniform independent random
sampling is rarely a good way of discovering test data with extremal
properties on embedded or related complex systems: a better bench-
mark approach is required for comparison and below we describe
our non-uniform and dependency based sampling approach.
3 DEPENDENT INPUT SAMPLING
STRATEGIES
Sampling uniformly across a full domain is unlikely to be an ef-
fective way to reveal optimal test inputs in general, and temporal
test vectors in particular. Two clear means of improving eiciency
suggest themselves: allowing subdomains to be sampled rather
the full domain and allowing such subdomains to be sampled non-
uniformly. There is often an assumption that the sampled domain
is in some sense contiguous, e.g. integer values sampled from a
single full domain of all 232 possible int values by Java's nextInt()
method. However, this is not essential and it is simple to have a
sampling domain that is the union of two or more subdomains.
Consistent with the above, the sampling subdomain for any
parameter will be a union of a number of domain subranges (in-
tervals), e.g. if the full input domain is [−100, 100], we might have
[−32, 17] ∪ [54, 98] as the subdomain actually sampled. We do not
know in advance which constituent intervals work best but will
seek to discover this as part of the search. Also, the constituent
intervals can overlap Ð we allow the search process to discover
whether disjoint or overlapping intervals are best. As indicated
below, to sample from a subdomain we irst select one of its inter-
vals (according to some probability distribution) and then sample
uniformly from that interval. Thus, the probability of a value being
selected depends on the probabilities of intervals containing that
value being selected and the sizes of those intervals. A value that is
in the intersection of two intervals has greater likelihood of being
selected than a value that is in a single interval alone. For example,
it follows that [0, 2] ∪ [0, 2] gives rise to a diferent sampling distri-
bution than [0, 1] ∪ [1, 2], even though the overall sampled domain
is [0, 2]. In the irst, the three values 0, 1, 2 are sampled with equal
probability and in the second 1 has the greatest chance of selection
(assuming interval selection probabilities are non-zero).
Our approach will also allow the sampling distribution of an
input subdomain to depend on the values of subdomains sampled
earlier. Regarding the example of input domains for the test vector
t1, t2, . . . , tn as previously described in Section 1, for example, the
sampling distribution ofD3 will depend on the sampled values ofD1
and D2. More precisely, the sampling of a parameter will depend on
the speciic intervals sampled for previous parameters, rather than
the exact values sampled. The overall sampling regime can be seen
to be a tree. For instance, Figure 1 shows the tree representation
of a sampling distribution for a three parameter (A,B,C) problem.
For simplicity, we assume here that the sampling domain for each
parameter is the union of two intervals.
In particular, in Figure 1, we assume that the irst parameter
sampled (A) comprises two intervals [LA0 ,UA0 ] and [LA1 ,UA1 ]. The
weightsWA0 andWA1 represent the relative chances of each interval
of A being selected. We will normalise these weights to get the
speciic probabilities of choosing each of these intervals by using a
histogram-based selection methodÐthe proposed algorithm listed
in Algorithm 1. Besides, we can see that similar sampling regimes
are available for B, but that separate regimes are in place depending
on whether the left or right branch was chosen for A. Suppose that
intervals A0, B01 andC010 are selected, respectively (as highlighted
in blue), the test vector of the three parameter (A,B,C) problem
will, therefore, be sampled from such selected intervals.
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(A,B,C)
A0
B00
C000 C001
B01
C010 C011
A1
B10
C100 C101
B11
C110 C111
WA0 , [LA0 , UA0 ]
WB00 , [LB00 , UB00 ] WB01 , [LB01 , UB01 ]
WC000 ,
[LC000 , UC000 ]
WC001 ,
[LC001 , UC001 ]
WC010 ,
[LC010 , UC010 ]
WC011 ,
[LC011 , UC011 ]
WA1 , [LA1 , UA1 ]
WB10 , [LB10 , UB10 ] WB11 , [LB11 , UB11 ]
WC100 ,
[LC100 , UC100 ]
WC101 ,
[LC101 , UC101 ]
WC110 ,
[LC110 , UC110 ]
WC111 ,
[LC111 , UC111 ]
Figure 1: An example of tree structure for correlated distributions
Algorithm 1 A histogram-based selection method
1: n ← a given total number of intervals of each parameter
2: W = {w0,w1,w2, . . . ,wn−1}, a set of weights. Ifwi = 0 for all i
then setwi = 1 for all i . (This imposes equal probabilities in this
degenerate case and avoids division by 0 under normalisation
below.)
3: total =
∑n−1
i=0 wi , a summation of weights
4: normalised ← , an initial set of normalised weights
5: cumulative ← , an initial set of cumulative weights
6: for i = 0 to n − 1 do
7: normalisedi =
wi
total
8: if i = 0 then
9: cumulativei = normalisedi
10: else
11: cumulativei = normalisedi + cumulativei−1
12: end if
13: end for
14: index ← 0, an initial index
15: r ← U (0, 1), a random number sampled from the uniform
distribution
16: while r > cumulativeindex do
17: index = index + 1
18: end while
19: return index
Regarding the tree representation described above, let I be the
set of input arguments (or a test vector) for a function to be tested.
Then |I | is the cardinality of I , i.e. is the number of input arguments.
Let c be a given number of interval choices per input argument.
The number of possible paths, denoted P , through the tree is:
P = c |I | (1)
and the total number of intervals that can be sampled on these
paths, denoted by N , is given by:
N =
|I |∑
i=1
ci (2)
In Figure 1, for example, I = {A,B,C}, |I | = 3 and c = 2; so that
P = 8 and N = 14.
Rather than use an optimisation technique to directly generate
test inputs, our approach indirectly generates test inputs by apply-
ing a metaheuristic search to construct the tree representation of
the sampling distributions and then samples the test inputs from
the constructed trees. The search space is the space of such para-
meterised distributions. (The parameters are those elements read
from the genome.)
Our approach can be thought of as a speciic type of estimation
of distribution algorithm (EDA), where the sampling distribution is
the ‘model' for the test data. The discovery of efective subdomains
has been seen in work by Patrick et al. [15] but not for the target ap-
plication domain (temporal testing in particular and non-functional
property testing in general).
In this paper, the approach is separated into three diferent
strategies: basic, ixed delta-based and randomised delta-based
methods.
3.1 The Basic Method
Here each interval is associated with a lower bound L, an upper
bound U , and a selection weight w . For each interval these three
elements are decoded from the solution genome. Thus, the genome
solution length for the basic method is therefore 3N .
Figure 2 illustrates a genome size of 42 for the three parameter
(A,B,C) problem with two interval choices per input argument
from Figure 1. The genome is decoded into the tree data structure
by using a combination of two tree traversals, i.e. level-order and
pre-order, respectively. Our decoding is one of many; an optimal
representation is the subject of future research.
3.2 Fixed Delta-Based Method
In the basic method, the three basic parameters are evolved. In the
ixed delta-based method we examine the impact of restricting all
subdomains' intervals to have the same width. The size of genome
for the ixed delta-based approach is 2N , since each node only
requires a lower bound and weight to be assigned; its upper bound
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
WA0 WA1 LA0 UA0 LA1 UA1 WB00 WB01 LB00 UB00 LB01 UB01 WC000 WC001
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
LC000 UC000 LC001 UC001 WC010 WC011 LC010 UC010 LC011 UC011 WB10 WB11 LB10 UB10
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
LB11 UB11 WC100 WC101 LC100 UC100 LC101 UC101 WC110 WC111 LC110 UC110 LC111 UC111
Figure 2: An example of a genome for a basic correlated input approach
is determined by adding a ixed delta value (∆) to the lower bound.
In the three parameter (A,B,C) problem, for example, the genome
size for the ixed delta-based method is 28 as depicted in Figure 3.
3.3 Randomised Delta-Based Method
The randomised delta-based approach is more lexible. The aim is to
allow the search to be a bit more explorational. A randomised delta
value (∆r ) for each subdomain is individually sampled from a given
range, e.g. [1, 20], and is then added to the lower bound to give the
subdomain's upper bound. The genome size of any metaheuristic
for the randomised delta-based approach is also the same as the
ixed delta-based method, i.e. 2N .
4 EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments used direct and indirect approaches to search for
temporal test vectors of a task running on an embedded multicore
platform. There are a wide variety of applications of the QorIQ
P40801 multicore processor (P4080) [17] in industrial real-time em-
bedded systems [11], such as telecommunications and networking
[18], and also on safety-critical systems, such as aerospace and
defence markets [9]. The P4080 was used as the primary hardware
platform in this study. The details of the experiments are given
below.
4.1 Software Under Test
In most applications, numerical functions are used to perform basic
numeric calculations and are also used as elements of more complex
mathematical computations. A number of commercial and academic
institutions have provided such numerical functions in the form of
scientiic libraries. In this paper, a polynomial root-inding routine
of the GNU Scientiic Library (GSL) [6], which is free software
provided by the GNU operating system, is used as a benchmark
since it allows us to explore the temporal behaviour with diferent
numbers of input arguments. The function is used to ind roots
of general polynomial equation in the form of a0 + a1x + a2x2 +
. . .+an−1x
n−1
= 0, where the coeicients of the highest order term
must be non-zero.
1P4080 processor includes eight e500 PowerPC cores scaling to 1.5GHz, and has a
three-level cache-hierarchy: 32KB I⁄D L1, 128KB private L2 per core and 2 MB shared
L3 [17].
Even though all GSL functions are implemented in a single-
threaded procedure, they can be used in multi-threaded programs
as they are thread-safe [6]. Furthermore, using a single-threaded
task on a multicore is actually considered a feasible proposition for
some critical environments, where the task is speciic to a particular
core. Although it clearly does away with many of the advantages
of multicore, it also reduces complexity, which is a major criterion
in gaining assurance in safety-critical systems.
4.2 Preparation
The experiments are separated into direct and indirect approaches.
Both approaches employ a number of metaheuristic algorithms to
directly and indirectly generate test vectors for the GSL's polyno-
mial root inder. Metaheuristic techniques include stochastic hill
climbing (HC), SA and GA. The experiments were facilitated by the
Java-based Evolutionary Computation Research System (ECJ) [13],
which is one of the most popular evolutionary computation tool
kits, is extensible, and has a clear descriptive manual and strong
community support [19]. ECJ version 23 was used since it was the
latest release available at the time the experiments were conducted.
As a result, the (µ + λ)śevolution strategy (ES) feature was adapted
and modiied for the experiments of single-state approaches.
Particularly, a simple HC and SA could be considered as the
degenerate cases, i.e. (1 + 1)śES [12]. A common mutator for a
vector individual was used to generate a candidate solution for
these two single-stage approaches with the mutation probability
(Pm ) of 0.1; this makes the new solution randomly slightly diferent
from the current one. Additionally, the geometric reduction cooling
function [4, 10], Tk+1 = αTk , was used for SA. In this paper, the
initial temperature T0 was at 1,000 and cooling rate was 0.99.
A test case of temporal testing was given as a sequence of values
(or an integer vector) between−32,768 and 32,767, which equals to a
2-byte signed integer data's range in the C programming language.
The rest of the parameter settings for the metaheuristic search
algorithms are listed in Table 1. Note that we controlled the time
spent running each algorithm by specifying the parameters of such
algorithms so that they would take the same number of evaluations.
Direct and indirect approaches use the same metaheuristics para-
meter settings as mentioned above, excepting for genome sizes,
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
WA0 WA1 LA0 LA1 WB00 WB01 LB00 LB01 WC000 WC001 LC000 LC001 WC010 WC011
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
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Figure 3: An example of a genome for delta-based correlated input approaches
Table 1: Parameter settings for metaheuristic algorithms
Algorithm
Parameter HC SA GA
Generations 10,099 10,099 101
Population size 2 2 100
µ 1 1 -
λ 1 1 -
Crossover probability (Pc ) - - 0.5
Mutation probability (Pm ) 0.1 0.1 0.05
Tournament size - - 2
Elitism - - 0.1
Evaluations 10,100 10,100 10,100
Table 2: Genome size for correlated input approaches
Approach Input arguments Intervals Genome size
Basic 5 2 186
3 1,089
7 2 762
3 9,837
Delta 5 2 124
3 726
7 2 508
3 6,558
where the indirect approaches require a longer length correspond-
ing to the detail described in Section 3. The approaches were used
to seek values of the coeicients that maximise the execution time
of polynomial solver for quartic and sextic equations. Accordingly,
the genome sizes for the direct approaches are 5 and 7, whereas
the genome sizes for the indirect approaches are summarised in
Table 2.
4.3 Method
4.3.1 Direct Approaches. For the irst part of the experiments, a
particular metaheuristic technique was executed with the polyno-
mial root-inding routine for ten trials, each of which was given a
diferent seed taken from random.org. An execution time of a task,
which is a itness function, is captured in nanoseconds (ns) by using
function clock_gettime with a clock source CLOCK_MONOTONIC.
Also, in order to obtain a more precise itness value of test vectors,
each test case is repeatedly run with the task for 100 times and
then a median of these runs is used to represent the itness value.
Although this approach is undoubtedly computationally intensive,
it is a reasonable way to eliminating noise from the collected data.
For proof of concept, we simply need a reliable cost function. Thus,
such a median empirically determined measurement suices. Other
measures are not precluded.
4.3.2 Indirect Approaches. In the second part, after the meta-
heuristic algorithm constructs a tree, the tree will be used to gen-
erate ten test data samples. The sampled test vector that gives the
highest execution time will be stored and its execution time will be
used to represent the itness value of the tree. The metaheuristic
will then continue its search process to ind more suitable trees, i.e.
sets of intervals and probabilities. For our preliminary investigation
a ixed delta value (∆) was given at 10 for delta-based correlational
approaches, whereas a randomised delta value (∆r ) was sampled
from a given range of 1 to 20.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results from direct approaches are used as a baseline for as-
sessing the efectiveness of dependent input strategies in inding
extreme execution times of a polynomial root inder. The complete
results of both experimental parts are illustrated in Figure 4. Each
box depicts a distribution of the best itness values obtained from
ten trials of each approach to stress the polynomial solver with
a particular number of input arguments, i.e. 5 and 7, respectively.
Moreover, the box's whiskers indicate variability outside the upper
and lower quartiles.
Besides, the diferences between the initial and the inal (best)
itness values gained from ten trials of the direct and indirect ap-
proaches are partially depicted in Figure 5. A darker bar represents
an initial itness, whereas a lighter bar represents the best itness.
Also, the percentage improvement is given on the tip of the lighter
bar.
Furthermore, the longest execution time among ten trials of each
approach on each particular input size is given in Table 3. Table 3
additionally includes the best among ten trials of randomised testing
for the purpose of comparison as it is an important means of testing
systems and is also an important benchmark for evaluating new
approaches.
According to Figure 4, overall, the dependent input strategies
performed efectively when the subdomain intervals are restricted
with either a ixed delta value (∆ = 10) or a randomised value
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Figure 4: Distribution of execution times for each approach across 10 trials on the quartic and sextic equations
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(d) Correlated(2) HC
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Figure 5: Results of a basic correlational method with 2 interval choices on the quartic equation (5 coeicients)
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Table 3: A comparison of best itness value of each algorithm on quartic and sextic equations
(a) Quartic equation (5 coeicients)
2 interval choices 3 interval choices
Algorithm Direct Correlated Correlated-∆ Correlated-∆r Correlated Correlated-∆ Correlated-∆r
HC 134,449.0 134,300.0 233,315.5 241,541.0 199,659.0 264,310.0 219,380.0
SA 171,629.5 136,841.0 212,466.0 219,500.0 160,457.0 264,523.0 260,820.0
GA 75,917.0 163,110.0 247,400.0 226,421.0 157,159.0 195,888.0 245,780.0
RS 66,978.0 - - - - - -
(b) Sextic equation (7 coeicients)
2 interval choices 3 interval choices
Algorithm Direct Correlated Correlated-∆ Correlated-∆r Correlated Correlated-∆ Correlated-∆r
HC 355,198.0 255,600.0 367,868.0 487,240.0 234,817.0 428,145.0 365,160.0
SA 326,249.0 326,003.0 346,301.0 356,321.0 280,537.0 447,760.0 354,259.5
GA 243,980.0 245,364.0 390,689.5 394,097.0 217,162.0 388,320.0 343,003.0
RS 204,990.0 - - - - - -
of delta (∆r = U (1, 20)). Particularly, in comparison with direct
approaches, the temporal test vectors indirectly generated from the
dependent approaches delivered more extreme execution times in
almost all cases; the basic method was inferior to the direct ones
in some cases. For example, in case of SA on quartic equation (as
shown in Figure 4a), although both basic dependent approaches, i.e.
with two and three interval choices, were more stable over ten trials
and have higher itness values on average, the extreme execution
time appeared on the direct SA. A similar situation also occurred
in the cases of HC and SA on the sextic equation case (as presented
in Figure 4b).
In addition, in terms of interval choices, the number of choices
per each test input may increase chances of choosing appropriate
subdomains for the dependent approaches; the more choices the
better. However, in some cases, especially when the delta value is
randomly given by a speciic range, HC with two interval choices
produced better results than the three interval options.
The efectiveness of such the dependent approaches is also able
to relect the ability of a metaheuristic on seeking subdomains that
are likely to encompass inputs with extreme times. Regarding the
results shown in Figure 4, single-solution based metaheuristics, i.e.
HC and SA, efectively supported correlated input strategies to ind
test vectors that maximise the execution time of the polynomial
solver in almost all of the cases. Even though GA was inferior to
single-state approaches on searching for temporal test vectors in
several cases, the execution times produced by indirect GA were
more improvable than direct GA. In particular, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5, a population-base metaheuristic generally started its initial
itness with a higher value compared with single-point metaheur-
istics as it gets more chance to select the best candidate solution
among its population. However, at the end of the search process,
direct GA delivered unremarkable best itness value, unlike HC
and SA, which delivered more desirable itness values as shown in
Figure 5c. For indirect GA, on the other hand, its inal itness values
Table 4: The best values of coeicients
Input size Values of coeicients
5 −21,492; −11,333; 26,663; 10,440 and −13,244
7 6,134; −16,035; 28,217; −16,510; −15,982; 32,398
and 17,391
were considerably improved and closely resembled the indirect
single-solution based metaheuristics as demonstrated in Figure 5f.
On the whole, as listed in Table 3, SA and the randomised delta
based correlational approach with three interval choices was the
best for the quartic equation problem, whereas HC and the random-
ised delta based correlational approach with two interval choices
was the best among all the experiments of sextic equation.
We veriied the test inputs presented in Table 4 that provided
the most extreme execution times for the quartic and sextic poly-
nomials over all experiments by solely executing each extreme test
vector with the polynomial solver on the P4080 for 100 times. As
shown in Table 5, the veriication proved that the correlated input
strategies are able to efectively seek the coeicients that maximise
the execution time of the polynomial root-inding for the quartic
and sextic equations.
The results further prove our aforementioned assumption that
extreme execution times may be concentrated in small partitions of
the input space and reducing the input domain could increase the
chances of inputs with extreme times being sampled. It could also
be concluded that single-solution based metaheuristics were the
most efective approaches for correlated input strategies, including
basic an ixed delta based methods.
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Table 5: Execution times of the best values of coeicients
Input size N Mean Mdn SD min. max.
5 100 265,800 264,600 4,817 264,579 297,859
7 100 487,800 486,700 3,945 486,659 520,146
6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the ability of our proposed approach, i.e.
dependent input strategies, to seek temporal test vectors that max-
imise the execution time of a task running on a multicore chip. The
dependent inputs approach aims to address the circumstance that
test inputs that maximise the execution time may be concentrated
in small parts of the input space and that good choices (as far as ex-
treme execution times are concerned) for input parameters depend
on the choices made for other input parameters. We presented an
approach that reduces the input domain sampled, together with a
sampling mechanism that selects the next test input parameter in a
manner that depends on parameters chosen earlier.
We presented three diferent ways of setting an interval of a
subdomain produced by the dependent approach: 1) basic method;
2) ixed delta based method; and 3) randomised delta based method.
Overall, the results demonstrated that our dependent approach per-
formed efectively when the interval of subdomains are restricted
with either a ixed delta value or a randomised value of delta from
a given range. Additionally the number of interval choices per each
test input may increase chances of choosing appropriate subdo-
mains for correlational approach, although in some cases, especially
when the delta value is give by a speciic range, the option of two
interval choices produced better results than the three interval one.
Furthermore, the metaheuristic optimisation techniques are used
to search for appropriate values of parameters to be assigned to such
subdomains of the correlational approach. Therefore, the search
space for metaheuristic searches are the space of parameterised
distributions, not the space of inputs. Regarding the results, single-
solution based metaheuristics, i.e. HC and SA, were efective in
supporting correlated input strategies to ind test vectors that max-
imise the execution time of the GSL's polynomial root-inder.
Several research directions are possible. For example, utilising
other probability distributions, such as beta, binomial, normal, ex-
ponential and Weibull distributions, to generate test data from
selected subdomains, as well as applying the proposed approach
to other SUTs and also to other problem domains. The incorpor-
ation of further distributional lexibility should not present any
signiicant problems. There is a wealth of parametric distributions
available and a subdomain's distributional type and its parameters
can simply be incorporated into the genome.
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